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Initial data analysis ≠ Exploratory data analysis
• Share toolbox (e.g. data visualization)
• IDA orients itself around research aim and statistical analysis plan
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IDA plans are limited to generic statements in 
statistical analysis plans/manuscripts

“Means (SDs) or counts and percentages were computed for all 
continuous or categorical demographic variables. ”  

JAMA, August  2023 

“Baseline characteristics of the analytical sample were summarised
across three lifestyle groups as a percentage for categorical variables 
and mean and standard deviation for continuous variables. Missing 
values are summarised in supplementary table 1.”  

BMJ, August  2023
clinicaltrials.gov - similar



IDA statements were reported in the methods, results, discussion, and 
supplement of papers. 
• 40% (of 25 papers) included a statement about data cleaning.
• 44% included statements on item missingness, 60% on unit missingness
• 44% mentioned some changes in the analysis plan



Discrepancy between protocols and publications:
• statistical analyses
• handling of missing data
• handling of continuous data
• subgroup analyses
Reasons often not discussed
“post hoc decisions about which subgroups to analyze and report may be 
influenced by the findings of those or related analyses”



Analysis Plans
Statistical analysis plan (SAP) =  “a document that […]  includes 
detailed procedures for executing the statistical analysis of the primary 
and secondary variables and other data” (ICH E9)

”The SAP is to be applied to a clean or validated data set for analysis” -

Initial data analysis plan (IDAP) – Is this included in the SAP?

What is needed: 
Guidance for IDAP as part of the SAP

Guidance for SAP is available



IDAP in DEBATE? Partially, with generic statements
1. Missing data (reporting, assumptions, how to handle)
2. Baseline characteristics (methods to summarize)
3. Time points at which the outcomes are measured
4. Loss to follow-up (timing,  reasons, presentation)



IDA Plan (data screening) for cross-sectional studies
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IDA Plan (data screening) for longitudinal studies

Missing values (at different 
time points)

Unit missingness
Variable (item) missingness
Patterns
Predictors of missingness

Dropout effect



IDA Plan (data screening) for longitudinal studies

Time metric of data collection process
Time metric of analysis strategy



IDA Plan (data screening) for longitudinal studies
Participation profile

Time frame
• Number of time points

Time metric
• Time metric of data collection process
• Time metric of analysis strategy

Participants
• Number of participants at each 

measurement occasion



IDA Plan (data screening) for longitudinal studies

Profiles
• Changes of variables within subjects
Trends
• Longitudinal trends of the outcome variable
• Longitudinal trends of time-varying explanatory variables
Correlations and variability Variability across time points



Profile plots



Time 
varying 
variables



In practice: Communication and workflow
1. Project title, investigators 

• Objectives
• Hypotheses
• Outcomes, inclusion, exclusion criteria

2. Initial data analysis (data screening)
• Missingness
• Univariate descriptions
• Multivariate descriptions

3. Statistical Analyses

Meeting with collaborators:
What are the objectives and 
hypotheses? Will the data 
support objectives? Discuss 
analysis plan.

Meeting with collaborators: 
Are data as expected?
Any issues to consider in the 
analysis plan?

Meeting with collaborators: 
Explain/interpret/discuss 
results



Lessons learned
Propose an IDA plan and a statistical analysis plan for the study protocol

“The data analysis plan consists of two parts. The aim of initial data analysis (IDA) is to 
examine data properties to ensure transparency and integrity of preconditions to 
conduct appropriate statistical analyses to answer the research questions. […]”

Clinicians and statisticians learn from each other when discussing IDA 
report: 
• Understanding data content better; learning about expected or unexpected 

data properties
• Update metadata/database
• “Reality hits” for research aims; confirm suspicions from the protocol phase
• If applicable: time metric/time zero discussed multiple times in the process



What the PI knew (or not) and didn’t tell the 
statistician
1. Data were collected in two periods with a gap of several months
2. New procedure was introduced and performed together with 

standard practice procedure for a while (outcome= duration)
3. Physical activity data were collected with GPS: indoors had limited 

use
4. Unexpected univariate distributions (multi-modal, spikes at zero)
5. IDA findings were more interesting to the investigators than the 

statistical model



IDA is the foundation for modeling: presentation, checking 
expectations, interpretation, model decisions.
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• Website with IDA report and R code (cross-sectional): 
https://stratosida.github.io/regression-regrets/

• TG3 website: https://www.stratosida.org
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